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portioned. Together they composed a vast tri-
umphal way leading up to the Hall of Public
Audience, whose majestic colonnade of white marble
towers in the centre of the final courtyard.
In modern parlance we would describe the Hall
of Audience as a ec Hall's tout court, the vestibule of
the palace-city. For, on leaving it, I entered not
another series of courtyards, but large rooms
and long white marble galleries where the whole
expanse of pillars, arches and string-courses was
scrolled with delicate Persian motifs in jasper, onyx
and cornelian. In one of these corridors stood
formerly the famous Peacock Throne, the back of
which displays a peacock in his pride, the feathers
starred with rubies, pearls and diamonds. The
throne itself, so I was told, is now in the possession
of the Shah of Persia, and, to my regret, I saw only
the marble dais on which the gorgeous throne once
rested. In its present plight the empty dais might
be mistaken for a marble grand piano—forlornly
out of place, and somewhat ludicrous.
Behind it, through an opening in the wall, across
a vista of delicately fretted archways, gleamed the
dry bed of the Jumna. Here are the balconies on
which, in former days, the Emperor used to " show
himself" to his people massed on the far bank of
the river, to reassure his loyal subjects that then-
ruler was still alive and flourishing.
Beyond the Audience Hall lie the royal chambers.
I took the selfsame way the Moghul Emperors used
to tread when after their slave-girls had awakened
them, massaged their feet and spooned up sugary
ice-cream into their sleepy lips, they proceeded
from the marble bathroom to the vapour-bath, and
thence to a third room where a cold ablution com-
pleted their toilette.

